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Review #2: Cang Le

This review is going to be on Cang Le's Project 1. I liked the feel that he gave us with 
his office. It was a very relaxing environment. He added cool things like sounds that triggered when 
getting close to certain objects/areas.

The first image I have here shows a TV entertainment area where the TV is playing a 
video. I thought it was interesting seeing that Cang implemented a video to be played on this TV. When
first starting the project, you instantly hear a voice talking. At first I thought it was just supposed to be 
an emulation of people in the office talking to each other. Upon moving throughout the office, I 
realized that the TV actually was playing a VSauce video.I found it cool that instead of having a blank 
TV he had a video playing from it.



In this next picture, I show objects that Cang created. I found it cool that he made 
somewhat complex objects for his project. I personally found it hard to make complex shapes when 
using SketchUp. It was my first time using the program so I'm sure once I get more time working with 
it I would be able to create objects like the ones above. I appreciate these objects because I'm sure he 
put in a lot of time and effort into creating them.

In this picture above, I show a fireplace Cang implemented into his office. I wanted to 
show these because he added a sound to it. When coming to a certain distance near the fireplace, you 
begin to hear sounds of crackling fire. I thought it was awesome adding the crackling fire sound since it
adds a factor to deepen the user's immersion.



The last picture I'm showing is of an arcade area he added into his office. I thought this 
was pretty awesome since I myself enjoy video games a whole lot. The reason I wanted to show this 
area off though was because once you move close to this area a song is played. It is also a song I 
personally have enjoyed listening to in the past. This song is “Lucky by Jason Mraz & Colbie Caillat”.

To conclude this review, Cang used a lot of cool objects and created some cool ones too.
He also implemented a lot of cool sounds that made I thought immersed me deeper like the TV and the 
fireplace. He definitely put a lot of time and effort into creating this office.


